NEW FICTION TITLES FOR JUNE 2020

FANTASY & SCIENCE FICTION

American Demon by Kim Harrison
Blue Ticket by Sophie Mackintosh
The Empire of Gold by S. A. Chakraborty
Glorious by Gregory Benford & Larry Niven
Harrow the Ninth by Tamsyn Muir
Into Darkness by Terry Goodkind
The Last Druid by Terry Brooks
The Living Dead by George A. Romero & Daniel Kraus
Mamelukes by Jerry Pournelle
Mexican Gothic by Silvia Moreno-Garcia
The Mirror Man by Jane Gilmartin
Shadow Fall by Alexander Freed
The Shaman of Karres by Eric Flint/ Dave Freer
Spy, Spy Again by Mercedes Lackey
Uranus by Ben Bova
Wonderland by Zoje Stage

GENERAL FICTION

Boys of Alabama by Genevieve Hudson
The Bright Side of Going Dark by Kelly Harms
Broken People by Sam Lansky
A Children’s Bible by Lydia Millet
The Daughters of Erietown by Connie Schultz
Eliza Starts a Rumor by Jane L. Rosen
The End of the Day by Bill Clegg
Everyone Knows How Much I Love You by Kyle McCarthy
Exciting Times by Naoise Dolan
Friends and Strangers by J. Courtney Sullivan
Hieroglyphics by Jill McCorkle
The House on Fripp Island by Rebecca Kauffman
How Beautiful We Were by Imbolo Mbue
The Index of Self-Destructive Acts by Christopher Beha
It Is Wood, It Is Stone by Gabriella Burnham
The Last Blue by Isla Morley
The Lightness by Emily Temple
Little Eyes by Samanta Schweblin
Love by Roddy Doyle
The Lying Life of Adults by Elena Ferrante
Make Russia Great Again: A Fake White House Memoir by Christopher Buckley
The Margot Affair by Sanaë Lemoine
Morningside Heights by Joshua Henkin
Mother Daughter Widow Wife by Robin Wasserman
Night. Sleep. Death. The Stars. by Joyce Carol Oates
Nothing Can Hurt You by Nicola Maye Goldberg
Parakeet by Marie-Helene Bertino
Pew by Catherine Lacey
Pizza Girl by Jean Kyoung Frazier
Rodham by Curtis Sittenfeld
Sad Janet by Lucie Britsch
Saving Ruby King by Catherine Adel West
The Second Home by Christina Clancy
The Stone Girl by Dirk Wittenborn
Strange Hotel by Eimear McBride
Summer Longing by Jamie Brenner
Summer on the Bluffs by Sunny Hostin
Super Host by Kate Russo
The Taste of Sugar by Marisel Vera
Thin Girls by Diana Clarke
Tokyo Ueno Station by Yu Mi ri
Two Truths and a Lie by Meg Mitchell Moore
The Vanishing Half by Brit Bennett

James I. Gibson Library   100 W. Lake Mead Pkwy.   (702) 565-8402
Green Valley Library    2797 N. Green Valley Pkwy.   (702) 207-4260
Paseo Verde Library    280 S. Green Valley Pkwy.    (702) 492-7252
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HISTORICAL FICTION
Belladonna by Anbara Salam
The Black Swan of Paris by Karen Robards
An Elegant Woman by Martha McPhee
Her Last Flight by Beatriz Williams
The Last Great Road Bum by Héctor Tobar
The Lost Diary of Venice by Margaux DeRoux
More Miracle Than Bird by Alice Miller
Mrs. Lincoln's Sisters by Jennifer Chiaverini
Nine Shiny Objects by Brian Castleberry
The Paris Library by Janet Skeslien Charles
Paris Never Leaves You by Ellen Feldman
The Patron Saint of Pregnant Girls by Ursula Hegi
People of the Canyons by Kathleen O'Neal Gear & W. Michael Gear
Utopia Avenue by David Mitchell
The Vanishing Sky by L. Annette Binder

Riviera Gold by Laurie R. King
A Royal Affair by Allison Montclair
Tower of Babel by Michael Montclair

ROMANCE
28 Summers by Elin Hilderbrand
500 Miles from You by Jenny Colgan
Alpha Night by Nalini Singh
Always the Last to Know by Kristan Higgins
Daddy's Girls by Danielle Steel
Dance Away with Me by Susan Elizabeth Phillips
Destination Wedding by Diksha Basu
Holding Out for Christmas by Janet Dailey
The Lies That Bind by Emily Giffin
Party of Two by Jasmine Guillory
The Sight of You by Holly Miller
The Summer Deal by Jill Shalvis
Swan Song: An Odyssey by Lisa Alther

MYSTERY & DETECTIVE FICTION
The Art of Deception by Leonard Goldberg
Booked for Death by Victoria Gilbert
The Cabinets of Barnaby Mayne by Elsa Hart
The Crystal Cave Trilogy: The Omnibus Edition of the
Crystal Cave Trilogy by Susan Wittig Albert
Dead West by Matt Goldman
The Distant Dead by Heather Young
Game of Dog Bones by Laurien Berenson
The Grim Reader by Kate Carlisle
The Lantern Men by Elly Griffiths
The Mist by Ragnar Jonasson
Mountains Wild by Sarah Stewart Taylor
One Last Lie by Paul Doiron
The Persuasion by Iris Johansen
Remain Silent by Susie Steiner

Mysteries of Verity by Mary B. Williams

Remain Silent by Susie Steiner

STORY COLLECTIONS
A Registry of My Passage upon the Earth: Stories by Daniel Mason

SUSPENSE
All of Us by A. F. Carter
All the Broken People by Leah Konen
A Burning by Megha Majumdar
Credible Threat by J. A. Jance
The Dilemma by B. A. Paris
The Dirty South by John Connolly
Don't Turn Around by Jessica Barry
The Girl from Widow Hills by Megan Miranda
The Half Sister by Sandie Jones
The Hollow Ones by Guillermo del Toro & Chuck Hogan
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SUSPENSE

Home Before Dark by Riley Sager & Todd Ritter
Hush by James Patterson & Candice Fox
Near Dark by Brad Thor
The Request by David Bell
Safe by S. K. Barnett
Safecracker by Ryan Wick
Seven Lies by Elizabeth Kay
Shadows of Foxworth by V. C. Andrews
Stranger in the Lake by Kimberly Belle
The Summer House by James Patterson & Brendan DuBois
Three Perfect Liars by Heidi Perks
Tom Clancy Firing Point by Mike Maden
The Unwilling by John Hart
The Voter File by David Pepper
The Wife Who Knew Too Much by Michele Campbell
You Betrayed Me by Lisa Jackson

Titles provided from Baker & Taylor’s Booking Ahead prepublication lists. Not all titles are purchased but may be requested.